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Since Killarney Kirk and I were working especially at the following points:
Minutes from Killarney
We checked and published the minutes from our meeting in Killarney. Thanks to
Fabienne Jelk for her work during our meetings when writing the minutes.
Working group „Recommendation process"
We developed a process for to create a recommendation. The draft was accepted at the
board meeting in August and will be on the agenda for the assembly of delegates in
Borovets for determination. Many thanks to all of you which worked together with us on
this issue.
Safety Commission - UIAA
We started to have contact with the president of the safety commission Dave Custer for
to find a possibility that the Safety Commission from UIAA and the Terrestrial
Commission from ICAR work together on topics which will be interesting for both of us.
Technical Committee - Proposal from Bruno Jelk
We found a way, that the presidents of the four technical commission from ICAR work
together as a technical committee. More information will be given by the president
Franz Stämpfli at the assembly of delegates in Borovets.
Burial from Bene Götzfried - our past president
I visited the burial from Bene Götzfried, which was our president for a long time. Bruno
Jelk was also there and hold a funeral speech in behalf of our ICAR, in particular for our
commission of terrestrial rescue.
Board meetings in Zürich
I take part on two board meetings in Zürich (January and August) for to represent the
terrestrial rescue commission there.
Preparing our meeting in Borovets
Since June, the most time of working hours would be need for to prepare our meeting in
Borovets. Prepare a schedule together with the other commission presidents and find
solutions for joint meetings and the preconference.
Both of us had many contacts with companies and mountain rescue groups. We answered
questions, helped them to solve different problems and we helped with our network that
some people and groups can find easier the best partners.
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